Nook
PET Felt Privacy Chair

Designer
Benjamin Hubert
Nook lounge chair is simple in its design and composed of only three elements: a PET Felt shell, an upholstered cushion and a powder-coated frame. The PET Felt shell provides this cosy chair with its distinctive shape. The shell is pressed from multiple layers of recycled PET Felt in one single piece. Together with the cushion, it offers outstanding laidback comfort. The frame envelopes the shell and holds everything in place. Put together, these three elements create a sense of relaxation and shelter, making it a perfect match for hotel lobbies, lounge zones and breakout areas. Because of its simplicity and sustainability, the chair itself is also easy to disassemble and recycle.
Shell
PET Felt

Light Grey  Dark Grey  Green

Marine  Beige  Brown

Dark  Olive  Pink

Turquoise  Yellow
Cushion
Coda 2

100 103 116
182 222 232
242 362 382 410 422 610
632 642 722 762 962
Frame
Standard colours

Black
White